I. Roll Call
- Speaker Dumbauld calls meeting to order at 4:04PM
- Sen. Diop present at 4:05PM, Sen. Gutierrez present at 4:11PM

II. Visitors and Guest Speakers
a. Aramark Representatives – Ernie Watkins & Bill Langlois
   Watkins: Bill handles day to day operations and my responsibility is I deal with the day to day client. As far as retail, as far as Lu’s we have sandwiches and Nina’s we have our salad, we are featuring a hometown station at Lu’s and another panini maker and that will speed up the service and take the feedback and make adjustments. At DeNobili, there is a new ice cream machine. Ice cream social on Friday! Catering, we sent the electronic menu copies to Michael, more cost efficient menu and we did those electronically and it is a drop off menu and is more cost efficient.
   Leah: We use a tool to keep track of what we are doing. Basically what it is is a database thing we use to get responses and it allows us to see if there any issues that are going on and you are the voice of what is going on in the dining halls and we like getting your feedback and it is automatically calculated what you say. If you want more vegan options, this is a great way to give your opinion and also if you don’t have a good experience or if you have a great experience, if you notice an employee doing great let us know. From there it is up to you if you want to provide more feedback, there is that opportunity.
   Langlois: I am going to save you 10% today, if you put money on your ID card, and use it in any of the retail outlets on campus, no tax is charged. Meal plans, 5 and 7 day, I suggest if you are here on the weekends use the 7 days, dining dollars use for the retail outlets. Late night over at DeNobili, we are adding a salad option so there is a healthy option and that is a new feature. We listen and take your feedback, we will send everyone our organization chart, feel free to reach out at any time. If you are commuter student, no meal plan is required but we do suggest to to get one.
   Watkins: There have been issues about in-between meals and we are working to make sure we are having hot meals for in-between meals.
   Leah: Menu options, all of our menu’s are posted on our campus dish site for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. If you have an allergy, you can check that.
   Watkins: We are working on getting retail location menu’s available as well. We are increasing gluten free cookies. Now waffles can be gluten free, so more options. That is all we have.
   Sen. Gutierrez: Is there anything being done to create a smaller option of declining balance for students?
Watkins: Declining balance does end at the end of the semester, so we will work to make a smaller option.
Secretary Anderson: Is there a way sophomores can get a smaller option for a meal plan because we have kitchens?
Langlois: The main difference is the five and seven day, we want students to study more and have more focus during the week and we push them to get the five day so on the weekends they can cook.

III. Internal Elections
Senator Wild motions to approve the voting process.
-Motion passes and the voting process is approved.
Senator Nowak motions to close the meeting to all non SGLC members.
-Motion passes and meeting is closed to non SGLC members.

a. Hannah Cook
Hi, I am Hannah Cook sophomore at Loyola, I am here because Loyola’s mission is deeply rooted in social justice. I see student government as a great platform and help with social justice and last year I made it a goal to get involved with things that would help me get involved with that. I ran last year and won. SGLC provided me with lots of opportunities to help and I had to step away to work on school work and personal care. So back to the experience, SGLC was always such a big family and I was on the Justice committee last year and I was a key member of the Students for Worker Justice campaign and pushed for revision of the demonstration policy and then at the end I was elected as chair of the committee. I once again hope to help this organization and finish what I got started.
1) In your life what event has made the biggest impact?
Cook: Student government for me was huge in my development. The knowledge that I gained was immense and it sounds cliché but overall I learned so much and things I thought to be true. What student government gave me was huge and prepared me to be a better friend.
2) What is the issue on campus you are most passionate about?
Cook: Right now, wanting to be involved over anything is listening to the student body. I have been so far removed, maximize our voices with the student body I want to make sure we are doing the most efficient things for our students and how I would do that I am not sure but I want the maximum amount of voices heard.
3) What does the role of senator mean to you?
Cook: It means taking on a leadership positions and working with people who do not have the voices so what we do here is so important for everyday life and accessible to everyone and make everyone feel they can accomplish something and I want to make Loyola better than it is.

b. Lena Oshana
I am a sophomore I am running because I want to be more involved and I thought SGLC would be a great fit for me. I am Vice President of an organization for politics. Some interesting things we did was we held a poetry event and this summer we represented students in SGLC and talked to the congressmen about what is going on in the middle east. Met with other chapters and we held a national leadership meeting and SGLC is a great way to start change.

1) I feel like what made the biggest impact, I didn’t know what I wanted to do and what I wanted to be involved in and I talked to more people and I met a lot of people who are active about what I care about and it is something I hope to pursue.

2) I know you guys have a lot of motions going around, I am passionate about a smoke free campus and I am not a fan of breathing in smoke and when my friend breathes in tobacco she has an allergy attack. Maybe we could post signs outside of buildings saying don’t smoke here.

3) The role of senator would mean kind of being a voice for our peers and pushing the things we know they want to be pushed and we shouldn’t cut off all students voices and being a senator would echo the voice they want heard.

c. Thomas Sallese

Every part of our community wants to make sure they are deicated to making the students time here as worthwhile as possible, the goal of the sglc is to give students a voice and provide an open forum and deliberate about important topics. This should be done by using the lit website and using the feedback and therefore I think that we would have a lot of imformation to deliberate anout a topic students feel passionate about, if they feel that is what is important then we need to talk about it and I want to represent honestly and in the best way I can

1. In high school I was captain of lacrosse team and I had people come up to me and he asked me if he could stay at my house and it was a Tuesday and he told me that he was kicked out of his house and I slept on the couch and we adopted him and I want to keep that feeling I have about helping people and once he had a family and she loved him as a son that is what I want to bring to SGLC. I want to give the people that feeling and use it for my actions.

2. I think there is a huge problem with communication and I will say it again, improve communication skills and to help the communication, I have the idea of FDR and fireside chats, and have a senator from the senate have a show on the campus radio station and that helps with the communication. And all you have to do is turn on the radio and it also outreaches students and their view towards us is important. And it is more powerful, Loyola can mean something and I think a talk show would ready help us flourish.

3. It is something where you are representing a group of people and to me a senator is someone who represents someone who has a voice but also seeks out
the oppressed population and seek out every single side of an argument
and bring that knowledge and learn something and provide knowledge
for everyone else. I think that is what senator means to me.

-All internal election candidates are approved.
-Sen. Wild is excused at 5:09PM.

IV. Approval of Minutes
-Minutes are approved.
-Sen. Wardak and Sen. Anderson are excused at 5:30PM.

V. Unfinished Business
a. The RCDC Printer Funding Allocation Act (Flowers)
Chiefly sponsored by Sen. Davidson
Sen. Flowers: People are contributing $2,000 to help us fund this and we can finally have
printers now. So yeah, that’s it.
-The RCDC Printer Funding Allocation Act is approved.

Vi. Reports
Standing Committees
1) Academic Affairs (Hornik)
   1. We are working on a couple of events and will keep you posted on any
      progress we make and that is it.

2) Allocations (Mannam)
   1. I sent out all the letters and we will be holding a meeting and then I had an
      idea about visibility and actually attending the the events that we fund and
      show that we are attending the events so we can see where the money is
      going. And we want people to come to our meetings and we don't want it to
      be intimidating, so anyone have any questions?

3) Facilities and Transportation (Wild)
   1. Tawfic: We are increasing 8Ride services and they have their facilities
      meeting every month and they developed an app that should be approved
      and there is an extra shuttle from 9am to 3pm and we asked what we can do
      for them and asked about feedback and a lot of feedback will be coming
      from that. We are working on a tabling event and it is very casual and we are
      meeting today after senate.

4) Justice (Mifsud)
   1. Friday from 1-3PM is the USenate putting on a forum and it is for JEP and
      next Thursday from 7-9PM in Mullady bring your friends and family, thank
      you.

5) Residents, Commuter, and Dining (Flowers)
   1. We are having a commuter reach out event this Thursday with the off campus
      office and get to know the community population better so there will be coffee
      and donuts and there is a brand new ice cream machine in DeNobili.

-Sen. Zielinski excused at 5:41PM

6) Safety and Wellness (Joseph)
1. We had our safety walk the other day and that went okay, not a lot of people showed up but we are hitting hard on the smoking issue.

zz) Advisors Report
(Moore and Mmeje)
Mmeje: We want students to take part in the walk for Dr. Rooney and she will be accompanied by students and we are asking individuals to participate in this and elect someone to walk with Dr. Rooney. You can email and they will get you more information. On nov 5 there is an effort to assemble sack lunches with a non profit for Those that need food and shelter and the last day to sign up for that is today and it would be great to have SGLC there. If that is something of interest, you can register to participate
Sen. Buchholz: When do we identify a representative?
Mmeje: Thursday. Last and most important, we spent a lot of time talking about safety and we are coming up with Halloween and the Cubs and we know our students will be engaging in different opportunities and please be safe and a message will be sent out to students to and there are optional events too on campus so we encourage you to check out those events. From Thursday to Sunday, it would normally end at 2am, 8ride hours will be 8pm-4am, you will get this information via email on Thursday and spread this message. Brock met with adjunct professors and Dr. Peligriosso and reach out to him for more information. If anyone is interested on hosting events on campus there is a process that needs to be followed and ask about insights, there is a contract and it has to be signed.

xx) Judicial Board (Pine)
Check out that email with the office hours and utilize that and that past couple of days about how we communicate in general, make sure we all are appropriate and being professional with what we say.

yy) Executive Board (Chavez and Roberts)
a. Pres. Chavez: I am here if you are stressed and school comes first and this is the time of year that things get crazy and I had a huge problem balancing that last week. You are here for school and we do have polices in place and if you do not meet the 2.5 you cannot be on senate. I mean that in a nice way. Executive met on Sunday and we have been talking a lot about JEP and help support Justice on that and how we are going to build the relationship and some students really care about that. The padfolio’s put the order in and it’s not there, but I am going be meeting with Emmanuel and go and put the order in personally and get that to you all and that is it.
b. Associate CCO Helstrom: I have been reaching out to people about being leaders of Loyola page so thank you. Respond to my messages and make sure you get your events to me on time so I can post them.
c. CSO McNelis: If you want to help with any events and want to help let me know. If you need hours I can set you up for a food run and go vote.
d. CFO Henry: Talking for Matt, he reached out to several schools and moving forward in putting the dialogue together he will learn more and has a meeting with KC.
Pres. Chavez: want to give a warm goodbye to Senator Flowers and he has poured his heart out
to this or
e. Organization and he exemplifies what it means to be in this organization and
how you stay passionate and he will stay as one of the legendary
members of SGLC. I was constantly inspired by him so he is there for us so
please utilize him.

VII. New Business and Discussion
a. CFO Henry and Financial Transparency
   The internal budget is going live and this past Sunday this is a view only link
   and I am working on putting it in on the page and anybody can now see how
   much we spend.
   CSO McNelis: Is scholarship is on there?
   CFO Henry: It is intentionally not on there and I am trying to reflect it and
   LUC Central does not show it so we are not going too.
   CSO McNelis: So where is that money?
   CFO Henry: It a separate document I have.
   CSO McNelis: Where is the money my associates have?
   Pres. Chavez: It was allocated and the scholarship was given to another
   scholarship and I am pretty sure we gave it back to the associate
   communication officer.
   CFO Henry: Send me a email about where that money went.

b. Natalie Pine and Alterative Break Immersion Trip
   Has anyone heard of the alternative break immersion program? I want to talk
to you more formally and want to talk on behalf of campus ministry and in
hopes that we can find a new way to create a just world. It is a blessing and it
is not something you get so much and it is a service trip and during the
winter break it is more than service and we are hoping to immerse yourself
in the committee and it is about being present and it allows you to focus on
your peers and it is important to take this time and work on yourself and first
and foremost you are there to work on yourself and they do not have as
much as you do. Deeping faith, I know for me, I was raised Catholic and it is a
wonderful opportunity to experience traditions and how do I come into this
idea about faith and what you believe. Justice, it wouldn’t be better if we
weren’t working toward it. Spring break trips are in March and they all focus
on issues in our world, urban poverties and something else they focus on is
urban and what it looks like. I am working with on that leads communities
and things that conflict and get to the root of the issue. May trips, there are
four and as soon as we get out of school, this is a way to get away from the
hectic and there is refugee and a community for adults with disabilities and it
is a wonderful experience and I am appreciative of it and next slide, there is a
process and you do have to apply. Two essay questions and are due next
Tuesday, great way to get a Loyola experience without being here. Cost
depends, range from $70-600. I am leading the one Montana one.

c. Office Tracking Hours
   Tabled until next senate.
Sen. Diop: Lo
d.  ts of people were offended by the wall. Can someone speak on this?
   VP Roberts: This was not funded or supported by SGLC, it was funded by student diversity office and other clarifying and I was not directly involved in this aspect.
   Sen. Diop: I wanted to know how much was reflected on us and were there any steps taken to reassure the students?
   CSO McNelis: President Chavez was there and could answer more.
e.  CSO McNelis: Sen. Buccholz, How are the bee’s? Related to hurricane Matthew, 800 people died in Haiti and a number of cultural groups are shipping things to Haiti and if you are interested I ask you donate what you can and especially non perishable food and if you want to donate or attend an event. Do it. That is all from me.
f.  Karol: I was thinking of ways to foster community with senators, is anyon going to the president’s ball? We could create an SGLC president’s ball group.
   Speaker Dumbauld: Send to COS Hines.
VIII. Announcements
   a.  Sen. Nowak: There is an event this Thursday at 4pm with an atomic bomb survivor and if you are free please go.
   b.  CFO Henry: Please show up for MAP Advocacy if you signed up.
   d.  Sen. Flowers: This is Winston, my dog, he is being trained as a therapy dog. If you need anything I will still be around so please contact me.
      CFO Henry: Thank you to Michael Flowers for everything.

-  Sen. Flowers motions to adjourn his last senate meeting and the meeting is adjourned at 6:26PM.